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Please amend the claims as follows:

1- (Cancelled)

2, (Cancelled;

3. [Currently Amended) An apparatus duflW lu
claim 2 :ui^:il i ii^ludiug for removing dissolved gases from
water to be evaporated in connect

i

nn with r falling film
evaporator, which apparatus comprises :

,an, arrangement of vertical evaporator channels which
converr water passing therethrough ir.tn v^p or.-

a trough having a perforated bottom, the trough lying
above the upper end of the evaporator channel' arrangement^

at least one Graving device for breaking heated
feed-water into a .^prav of drop lets having a 5Prav n.t.tpm
substantially co-responding tn an area nf an "upper end of the
evaporator channel arrangement; ^nri

r

at least one separate gas outlet for the remove of
gases separated from the spravfiri duplets nr^r to the rironl^,
entering the upper end of the evaporator channel arrangement
reducing dissolved gas contamination of the vapor.

4. (Currently Amended) The apparatus as defined in
claim £ 3. further including:

a substantially hemispherical chamber covering the
upper end of the evaporator channel arrangement such that the
upper end of the evaporator channel arrangement forms a plane
side of the hemispherical chamber; and,

the separated gas outlet being defined in the
hemispherical chamber for removing the separated gases before
they can enter the evaporator channel arrangement.
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5. (Previously Amended) The apparatus as defined
in claim 3, further including:

a chamber covering the upper end of the evaporator
channel arrangement, the separated gas outlet being defined in

5 the chamber.

6. (Currently Amended) A method of feeding water
to heat transfer surfaces of a falling film evaporator having
vertical evaporation channels having upper and lower ends , the
merhod comprising:

5 spraying drops of water with absorbed atmospheric
gases to distribute the water over the upper ends of the
vertical evaporation channels of the falling film evaporator ;

simultaneously with the spraying, separating the
atmospheric gases from the water and discharging the separated

J atmospheric gases such that the atmospheric erases are removed
from the water and the water is distributed over the upper ends
o f the vertical evaporation channp.l.s in the same operation ;

evaporating the water from which the atmospheric
erases have been removed in the vertical evaporation channels to

5 generate water vapor with reduced atmospheric gas contamination ;

and,

discharging the water vapor with reduced atmospheric
contamination from the lower ends of the vertical

evaporation channel separately from the separated gases^
* main-raining fche wa fce i' v/apor geparale Iiuiu the .aep a-rated ^as e^

Prevent dUutiuu erf the ua ter vapor worth whereby
re-diss olution of the separated gases is prevented .

7. (Original) The method as defined in claim 6

further including;

collecting the sprayed droplets into a layer of water
above the upper ends of the vertical evaporation channels;

separating additional atmospheric gases from the
water layers-

feeding water from r_he water layer into the upper
ends of zhe vertical evaporation channels.
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8. (Cancelled)

9. (Currently Amended) The apparatus as set forth

in claim £ JLO wherein the vertical evaporating channel upper end

arrangement i$ confined to a circular area and further including

a—

h

emis ph erical the chamber mounted to the vertical evaporating

5 channel upper end arrangement is hemispherical .

10. (Currently Amended) fire An apparatus

de fined—rft

—

el nix—9

—

further—

i

ncluding for removing dissolved

atmospheric gases from water, the apparatus comprising :

a falling film evaporator which includes a plurality

5 of vertical evaporating channels, the vertical evaporating

channels having upper ends arranged in an evaporator channel

upoer end arrangement for receiving water to be vaporized,

product vapor exiting from a lower. end of the channels;

a chamber covering the evaporator channel upper end

10 arrangement;

a perforated plate mounted in the chamber above and

separated from the evaporator channel upper end arrangement-^

at least one spraying device disposed in the chamber

to break the water into a spray of droplets, the spray of

15 droplets being sprayed onto the plate, the water passing through

perforations in the plate to the evaporator channel upper endsj_

and

at least one dissolved 035 outlet from the chamber

for removal of_ the atmospheric gases separated from the water

2 0 droplets durincr spraying before the water droplets enter the

evaporating channels, such that the product vapor has a lower

concentration o_f atmospheric gases than the water .

11. { Cancelled)

12. (Currently Amended) An apparatus for

generating steam with a reduced atmospheric gas content, the

apparatus comprising

:
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a falling f^lm evaporator including' a plurality of

5 heated vertical evaporarion tubes which receive liquid feed

water a* ?rnr upper ends, and discharge stean at d lower ends.;

a feed line for supplying feed water which contains

dissolved water soluble atmospheric gases;

a spray means for , in the same operation,

10 (11 distributing the feed water over the upper ends of the

vertical evaporation rubes and [2] liberating the dissolved

water soluble atmospheric gases from the feed water before the

feed water enters the upper ends of the vertical evaporation

tubes; and,

15 a separated atmospheric cas outlet adjacent the upper

ends _ o_f_ the evaporation tubes through which the separated

atmospheric gases are discharged;

the vertical evaporation tubes evaporating the feed

water froir. which the atmospheric gases have been liberated to

2 0 form steam and discharging the steam at the vertical evaporation

tube lower ends, a means—ttnc
—r emoving—L:t<d a team s eparat e—from

tk«

—

lib erate d—wate n—solubl e

—

atmospheric—gas e s such that the

product steam at the vertical evaporation tube lower ends has

a lower content of water soluble atmospheric gases than the feed

2 5 water.
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